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Abstract. Recently several optical and non-optical sensors based gesture recog-
nition techniques have been developed to interact with computing devices. How-
ever, these techniques mostly suffer from problems such as occlusion and noise. 
In this work, we present Pingu, a multi-sensor based framework that is capable 
of recognizing simple, sharp, and tiny gestures without the problems mentioned 
above. Pingu has been calibrated in the form of a wearable finger ring, capable 
of interacting even when the device is not in the vicinity of the user. An ad-
vanced set of sensors, wireless connectivity, and feedback facilities enable Pingu 
for a wide range of potential applications, from novel gestures to social compu-
ting. In this paper, we present our results based on experiments conducted to ex-
plore Pingu’s use as a general gestural interaction device. Our analysis, based on 
simple machine learning algorithms, shows that simple and sharp gestures per-
formed by a finger can be detected with a high accuracy, thereby, stablishing 
Pingu as a wearable ring to control a smart environment effectively. 

Keywords: Human Computer Interaction (HCI), Touch less gestural interac-
tion, Wearable device, Finger ring. 

1 Introduction 

Gesture recognition is one of the important fields in Human Computer Interaction 
(HCI) as it enables users to interact with their computing devices more easily and 
naturally. In addition, use of multiple sensors for gestural recognition can extend the 
ability of accepting 3D inputs, which is not supported by conventional input devices. 
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Several applications, such as sign-language recognition, physical activity monitoring, 
and social interactions, can be developed based on simple gestures made by humans. 

Several gesture recognition techniques based on optical and non-optical sensors were 
developed. Optical-based gesture recognition methods use optical sensors such as cam-
eras [1, 2] or infrared (IR) sensors [3], to capture the movements of fingers and interpret 
them to commands. While the optical-based methods have problems such as occlusion, 
the non-optical methods try to use magnetometer [4, 5], accelerometer [7, 8], and prox-
imity sensors [9] to overcome the limitations of optical gestural recognition techniques. 
However they have also their weaknesses, such as working in a limited space near the 
user device (MagiTact [4], MagiThings [17] and MagiSign [16]), accepting only 1D 
input (Nenya [5]), or in general they may be not socially acceptable. 

In this work, we used our framework Pingu [6], a wearable and small finger ring 
that can interact with other electronic devices more naturally. While gestures made by 
any part of the body can be used for interacting with a computing device, previous 
research based on experiments conducted by Card et al. [10] shows that the informa-
tion entropy of a finger-based interaction is much larger than the interaction based on 
any other human body parts. For instance, the interaction with the arm and wrist have 
the information rates of 11.5 and 25 bits/s respectively, while the information rate of 
finger is 40 bits/s.  Therefore, Pingu is calibrated in the form of a finger ring with the 
following features: 

1. It is composed of an advanced set of sensors (gyroscope, accelerometer and mag-
netometer). 

2. It is equipped with wireless connectivity that makes it suitable for use in ubiquitous 
human-computer or human-human interaction. 

3. The tiny size in the form of a finger ring makes Pingu wearable and, thus, socially 
acceptable. 

Pingu is also capable of accepting 3D inputs from different gestures which are per-
formed either in air or on surfaces such as a user’s palm, top of the table. These ges-
tures can be used in developing several interesting applications, including remote 
controlling or signature recognition. In this work, we analyze Pingu for recognizing a 
range of simple gestures. The main contribution of our work is to present results 
based on a multi-sensor interaction framework and effective classification algorithms. 
Our analysis shows that these generic gestures can be recognized with high accuracy.  

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we review the related 
gesture recognition’s solutions. Then in section 3 we explain the architecture of Pingu 
and its hardware. Experimentation and feature extraction via Pingu is discussed in 
section 4 and the results of gesture classification via different machine-learning algo-
rithms are shown in the section 5. Finally we conclude the paper in the section 6.   

2 Related Works 

There are different gesture recognition approaches which have been developed in 
recent years and can be categorized into two groups: optical and non-optical gestural 
recognition techniques.   
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In optical-based gestural recognition approaches, optical sensors like cameras (e.g. 
SixthSense [1] and Gesture Pendant [2]) or infrared (IR) sensors (e.g. SideSight [3]) 
are the essential components to recognize the movements of fingertips and hands to 
interpret them to different commands. Although these approaches perform gesture 
recognition in some applications accurately, they do not support applications that are 
required to work with no direct line of sight (occlusion problem). Furthermore, optical 
data is sensitive to illumination conditions and, therefore, can only be used in certain 
circumstances. Finally, the user should wear additional cap or pendant which may be 
obtrusive and/or socially unacceptable.  

On the other hand, non-optical gestural recognition methods use sensors such as 
magnetometer (e.g., MagiTact [4] and Nenya [5]), accelerometer [7, 8 and 11], and 
proximity sensors (e.g., Gesture Watch [9]) to mitigate the problems of optical-based 
methods. 

Although proximity sensor solves the illumination problems, it still has the occlu-
sion problem, as the gestures should be captured in the line-of-sight of sensors. Other 
methods based on accelerometer [7, 8, 11] do not have the occlusion and illumination 
problems, but since the acceleration data is very sensitive to noise, complementary 
sensors should be used. Techniques based on magnetometer send interaction com-
mands when the magnetic field around the computing device is deformed. The advan-
tage of this method is that there is no occlusion and illumination problem like pre-
vious approaches.   

The gesture recognition techniques can also be categorized into types of wearable 
devices which they are embedded in. In some techniques, user should wear additional 
gloves such as Acceleration Sensing Glove [11] to interact with the computing device. 
The disadvantage of working with gloves is that they can be socially unacceptable or 
obtrusive. Other techniques like SixthSense [1] or Gesture Pendant [2] which require 
users to wear additional hat and pendant respectively, suffer from the same problems.    

One possible solution is to develop the gestural recognizer as a ring or wristwatch, 
which may be socially more acceptable. Pinchwatch [12] is one of these systems 
which use a wristwatch for finger gesture recognition with the help of a camera. Users 
invoke functions by pinching and entering parameters by performing sliding and dial-
ing motions. However, again this suffers from the problem of line of sight. Our pre-
vious work, MagiTact [4], involves interacting with a computing device equipped 
with an embedded compass (magnetic) sensor via a magnet placed on a finger. Coarse 
gestures made with the magnet affect the magnetic field around the device and, thus, 
used for gestural interaction. Although this approach has no occlusion problems, inte-
raction is still limited to the immediate 3D space around the device. 

More recently Nenya [5] a magnetically-tracked finger ring is developed which in-
cludes a permanent magnet in the form of a finger ring and worn-watch wireless 
tracking bracelet. While magnetometer is used to track the ring’s position, a Bluetooth 
radio allows the bracelet to send ring input to the user’s devices. Nenya supports only 
1D input in comparison to Pingu which supports 3D input. Furthermore, it consists of 
two accessories in contrast to Pingu which includes all sensors and radio in only one 
ring. Magic Ring [13] is another finger-worn device which is developed for using 
static finger gestures and it uses accelerometer data to detect different gestures. Magic 
Ring is tested with six different finger gestures with doing some predefined task.  
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We mix the data collected from all the 24 users and cross-validate. For this pur-
pose, we form a feature vector containing data specific to each sensor. For example, a 
feature vector obtained from the accelerometer used in Pingu contains the following: 

1. Mean of the linear acceleration along  x, y, and z axis (3 features), 
2. Variance of the linear acceleration along x, y, and z axis (3 features), 
3. Mean of the Euclidian norm of the linear acceleration along x, y, and z axis (1 fea-

ture), 
4. Variance of the Euclidian norm of the linear acceleration along x, y, and z axis (1 

feature), 
5. Standard Deviation of the linear acceleration along x, y, and z axis (3 features), 
6. Piecewise correlation between linear acceleration along x, y, and z axis (3 fea-

tures), and 
7. Frequency features along x, y, and z axis (3 features). 

As shown in Figure 2, mean and variance of the sensor readings obtained for gestures 
1 and 2 may not be able to differentiate between these two gestures. Therefore, we 
have included the piece-wise correlation and the frequency features specific to each 
sensor. The feature vector for the angular rate movement of the ring (i.e., from gyros-
cope) is obtained in a similar manner. Feature vector for each sensor, therefore, con-
tains 17 elements.  Since multiple windows provide more detailed information in 
gesture classification, our results are based on 4 windows. Feature vectors obtained 
from each window are concatenated to form a new feature vector of 68 (=17×4) fea-
tures. To further validate that Pingu is effective in gestural interaction in a smart envi-
ronment, we do not use the magnetometer readings in this analysis.  

5 Gesture Classification 

The feature vectors obtained for each of the three experiments are then used as an 
input to a classification algorithm for gesture classification. Specifically, we have 
classified the gestures with four classifiers: (a) Decision Tree (DT), a decision tool 
that uses graphs and model of decisions to derive the outcomes and consequences, (b) 
Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP), a feed forward artificial neural network that models 
the relationship of inputs and outputs to find the patterns, (c) Naïve Bayes (NB), a 
probabilistic classifier that uses Bayes’ theorem with strong independence assump-
tions, and (d) Support Vector Machines (SVM), a set of hyperplanes in high dimen-
sional space for using classification and regression . Our analysis is based on the im-
plementation of these classifiers in the Weka machine learning toolkit [14, 15]. Tables 
2-4 list the classification results obtained for all the three experiments. As shown in 
Tables 2 and 3, MLP classifier outperforms all the other three classifiers for gestures 
performed in air and on table, with more than 97% and 93% accuracy, respectively. 
Table 4 shows that SVM has better results with more than 77% accuracy. To illustrate 
further how accurate different gestures can be distinguishable, confusion matrices 
obtained from MLP classifier for General Gestures performed in air are shown in 
Table 5. As shown, all nine gestures are most of the times distinguishable, but more 
specifically the confusion matrices indicate that gesture 1 and gesture 2 are somewhat 
more difficult to classify.  Similarly, we note that gesture 8 and gesture 9 are classi-
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fied with lower accuracy due to the inherent similarity in performing these gestures. 
On the other hand, gesture 4 is the easiest to be classified, as it’s easily distinguisha-
ble s from other gestures. These results show that generally, the gesture recognition 
by Pingu is trustworthy.  

Table 3. Gesture Classification Results for General Gestures in the air 

Algorithm Accuracy 

MLP 97.879% 

DT 87.043% 

NB 57.389% 

SVM 96.443% 

Table 4. Gesture Classification Results for General Gestures on the table 

Algorithm Accuracy 

MLP 93.689% 

DT 73.080% 

NB 49.238% 

SVM 83.991% 

Table 5. Gesture Classification Results for General Gestures on the palm 

Algorithm Accuracy 

MLP 71.130% 

DT 71.160% 

NB 33.415% 

SVM 77.541% 

Table 6. Confusion matrix obtained from MLP for the results shown in Table 3 

Gesture 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
1 333 3 0 0 0 1 0 3 0 
2 3 334 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 
3 2 1 336 0 1 0 0 0 0 
4 1 1 0 343 0 0 1 1 0 
5 0 0 0 1 338 2 0 0 0 
6 1 0 0 0 3 324 0 0 0 
7 0 1 0 0 0 0 340 2 0 
8 7 0 1 0 0 0 0 320 12 
9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 14 332 
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6 Conclusions and Future Work 

In this work, we have presented our results for gestural recognition using a multi-
sensor based framework called Pingu. Our results are based on a set of nine pre-
defined general gestures that can be used to interact in a smart environment. Pingu is 
a socially wearable, small finger ring that is equipped with multiple sensors to provide 
rich information about the general gestures made by a user. Our analysis is based on a 
large dataset of 24 users. We have shown that with simple classification algorithms, 
different gestures can be distinguished from each other with high accuracy. Therefore, 
we can trust Pingu to be involved in many interesting applications such as remote 
controlling, signature recognition, physical activity analysis and sign-language recog-
nition. 
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